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Sunday 29th  
… In the evening the seniors were playing a game like this: on the 
ground they laid out straws, representing railway lines, with bottle tops 
for oil dumps, pennies for AA guns and a line for a secret weapon. Then 
they walked up with three darts and dropped them like bombs. They 
totally destroyed it. … 

October 

Wednesday 2nd  
A letter from Mommy in the morning, shrapnel on flat’s roof. She is 
now driving about London finding bombed people [people rendered 
homeless by the bombing needed clothing etc. and had to be 
dissuaded from entering their damaged homes]. … After tea Wood 
and I went along the head. There was a lovely cave which the water 
rushed in with a lovely bang. … 

Thursday 3rd  
… After lunch a notice went up saying FREE DAY !!! Wood and I 
went and explored the caves which we saw yesterday. A low Spring 
Tide, so they were about 18 ft. from sea level. 

Then we went up into a cut-out of rock. There was a 20ft climb, which 
took us 25 minutes. At first it was easy up 9ft along, then you found 
you couldn’t get back. Up to find rocky earth. Along. No hand holds, 
three foot holds, all of which eventually flaked off. I dug a hole in the 
earth and after about 15 mins, got my chest on the ground and my 
foothold gave way. I got up, but it was even difficulter for Mart with 
fewer footholds. In the end I helped him up with my hand. Good fun! 

Sunday 6th  
When I woke up there was a terrific wind and quite a good sea. … As 
soon as Wood got back from choir practice we put on our macs and went 
out. It was raining a little and there was still quite a good wind. First 
we went to Splash Point [our name for a blowhole not far from the 
hotel, where big waves sent water spouting 40 foot high], and stood 
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on a rock as low as we dared. Then an enormous wave came, and we 
were absolutely soaked. My pocket was even filled with water. Then we 
went higher and got soaked by an even bigger wave. 

Tuesday 8th  
In double Chemistry I was holding a test tube about half full of iron 
filings, sulphur and sulphuric over a bunsen burner, when somehow I 
spilt it all over my hand. I ran down to Woodlands and got some 
Tannofex [an ointment] put on it. Then it began to hurt like Hell for 
about three quarters  of an hour. After that it slackened off, until after 
lunch it was quite all right. 
… There were some quite good films, sailors dancing the hornpipe which 
was frightfully funny. 

Wednesday 9th  
I got a letter from Daddy in the morning. It began: no news, except that 
the flat was burgled on Thursday; they took the electric clock, two of 
Daddies suits, all Mother’s stockings, an ornament, a suitcase and all 
daddies small [First World War] war-medals. Also they dropped a 
molotov bread basket [incendiaries] at Glatting, and set a dry leaf on 
fire. No news! 
… In prep we heard a whine of an aeroplane and some machine-gun fire. 

Wednesday 16th  
…Wood and I went for a walk past Baker’s Folly [a house built into the 
cliffs a few hundred yards from the school hotels] and down on the 
rocks. On the way back there was a probably British plane machine- 
gunning out to sea. … 

Tuesday 22nd  

In Corps (JTC) we had rifles and learnt to Present and Order arms 
fairly efficiently. Then we took rifles to bits and saw how they worked.  

Monday 28th  
… Italy has invaded Greece, who is fighting pretty well. 
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Tuesday 29th  
… In Corps we nearly all had rifles, first we went down by the road to 
the Bay, then we Ordered, sloped and presented arms in the Gym. I had 
to stand to attention most of the time, while one of the five without rifles 
had mine. We marched back up the path. 

In the evening I had another long talk with Mr. Parsons, 8.35-9.40, 
about religion etc. I showed him Daddies ‘On Death and Dying’. He 
gave me a book about it to read also. 

‘Of death and dying’ was an essay published in the Lancet, arguing 
that death should not be feared, and that modern medicine can 
alleviate any pain accompanying it. ‘Those … whose lives are 
compounded of action and a faith in mutual aid need know no 
death, and … they will find, in all probability, that the phase of 
passing is quite different from all imagined experience, from all that 
ignorance, fiction and superstition have made it.’ It was shortly to be 
published in a collection of essays Fears may be liars. 

Thursday 31st 
… I am now 7 [stone] 8½ [pounds], up 1½ pounds since the beginning 
of term. … 

I got a typewritten letter from Mommy, she says she had decided to 
become a Communist as then she won’t have to remember names, only 
Comrade. All the same she won’t have anything to do with other 
Communists. 

November 

Saturday 2nd  
… At 8 o’clock I met Mart. and we went up to the [school] Debate. We 
were sitting in the front but one row, but got shoved out and separated. 
The motion was that ‘In the opinion of this house Woman’s finest 
contribution to the World is in the Home’. Mrs. Spencer and F [a 
prefect] made very good speeches. The motion was carried by 104 votes 
to 77. I voted for. 
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Sunday 3rd  
… In the evening I went to a camera club meeting. Mr. Oakley showed 
us how to touch up prints and how to project negatives on to paper and  
shade them in. He did two very good drawings. Very easy. … 

Tuesday 5th  
… In Corps we had a lecture on a Browning machine gun. … 

Saturday 9th  
At 4.0 we went to Mr. Hales—quite a good tea, he was very polite etc.; 
the idea being, I suppose, that we can’t rag him so easily. … 

Sunday 10th  
… After Rest I went and found Martin, and we went off in gym shoes; 
first down to the edge of the Gannel. Then we went and climbed in the 
quarry, Martin did quite a difficult climb. Then we went right along the 
Head and clambered about. Then Martin went absolutely mad. He said 
it was due to strong marmalade which he had had at breakfast. It was 
extremely funny, and very extraordinary. … 

Tuesday 12th 

… In Divinity I had an argument with Habershon on Mohamedonism 
v. Christianity. I never knew what it was before. …  

Saturday 16th 

… During rest we heard a zooming above the clouds and rushed to the 
window. A Spitfire did an almost vertical power dive to about 600ft, 
when it flattened out, circled once, and did a power dive straight into the 
sea. Ugh! It must have been going quite 500 mph. 
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I found later that he had dived onto a Hun, his engine [had] stalled and 
he had got out of control, poor chap! 

This is an image which has stayed with me all my life—remembered 
not as a sports spectacle but as my witnessing the moment of a man’s 
death. I did not record that thought in the diary, and it may be that I 
experienced but did not record similar feelings when describing 
other events.  

In the Session Woodlands match we beat Howsons [another senior 
house], despite the efforts of Mr. Candler (the referee) who gave them at 
least 20 penalties. Everytime he awarded them one, Martin Wood and I 
just roared with laughter. … 

Wednesday 20th  
… Quite a good rugger game, but it went on too long. As I was 
changing there was a hell of a bang the other side of the golf course 
(about a quarter of a mile away). Two people had been blown up by a 
mine; a small evacuee had got under the barbed wire and a man had 
gone to fetch her back. Feet and entrails lying about, people flocked to see 
them and proceeded to be sick. Ugh! Lots of people got bits of metal, P 
was disgusting enough to take some bone.  

The sand dunes above all the beaches were mined, the mined area 
being surrounded by barbed wire with warning notices. 

Sunday 24th  
 … Martin came back from choir practice. I met him and we went out. 
First we went down to the Gannel, then along to the quarry. We were 
climbing there when A appeared and told us (1) We couldn’t climb in 
leather or rubber walking shoes and (2) the climb Martin was trying 
was impossible. As he had done it the last time it was bad luck. We went 
on. Good fun, the first time I’ve really seen him to talk to for a fortnight. 
… He almost definitely is coming up next term [from Kenwyn to 
Woodlands; he was very slightly younger than me], which is just 
wizard. … The more I know him, the more I like him. … 


